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POINT-SOURCE
DESIGNS FOR A HUGE
RANGE OF
APPLICATIONS

DEDICATED
DSP-EQUIPPED
AMPLIFIERS

OUTLINE
MISSION E VALORI

Outline è una marca italiana di riferimento nell’in-

dustria internazionale del ‘Sound Reinforce-

ment’, specializzata nella costruzione di impianti 

audio ad altissime prestazioni, elettroniche inno-

vative per l’elaborazione del suono e strumenti 

di misura che sono oggi un Industry-Standard a 

livello mondiale.

Fondata a Brescia, l’azienda nasce per volontà di 

Guido Noselli, un giovane musicista che nel 1973 

si lasciò cullare dall’idea irresistibile di trovare la 

miglior qualità audio possibile da offrire al pub-

blico.

Da quell’impulso il Sig. Noselli conia per Outline 

il motto che ne riassume perfettamente lo spirito 

e definisce la missione: 

‘Delivering The True Audience Experience’.

Outline is an Italian company specialising in the 

design and manufacture of professional loud-

speaker systems, digital signal processors, pre-

cision measurement equipment and related te-

chnologies. 

 

Recognised globally for their innovation and ma-

nufacturing quality, the company is a major inter-

national force in the international sound reinfor-

cement industry. It was founded in the northern 

Italian city of Brescia in 1973 by Guido Noselli, a 

young musician driven by a strong desire to im-

prove the quality of audio heard by audiences at 

live events. 

 

It was also Sig. Noselli who created the com-

pany’s motto which perfectly sums up its conti-

nuing spirit and defines its overarching ethos: 

 

 

‘Delivering The True Audience Experience’.

I T EN

OUTLINE - LEADING THE WAY IN PERFORMANCE 
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY



ROYAL ALBERT HALL -  LONDON (UK )

YANKEE  STAD IUM -  NEW YORK (USA)
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INNOVAZIONI E BREVETTI
A HISTORY OF
INNOVATION IN
APPLICATION-LED
DESIGN

Tra i ‘milestones’ il piatto rotante ET250-3D è un 

best-seller Outline: si tratta di uno strumento di 

misura ‘trasversale’ concepito inizialmente per 

esclusivo uso interno ma che in seguito diventa 

un ‘Industry-Standard’ per le misurazioni di 

prodotti sviluppati dai colossi mondiali del Tech 

(Google, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, 

Sony, Cisco, Intel, Samsung, Siemens, tra gli 

altri); ma anche per le moderne fabbriche di 

altoparlanti o sistemi di altoparlanti, università e 

centri di ricerca di fama internazionale.

Outline’s policy of continuous development has 

produced a number of milestone designs, inclu-

ding the ET250-3D turntable. One of Outline’s 

best-sellers, this is a ‘transversal’ measurement 

instrument which provides the data for precise 

analysis of a loudspeaker’s characteristics, ini-

tially conceived for in-house use exclusively, but 

which subsequently evolved and become an indu-

stry standard. In daily use by some of the world’s 

largest and most successful companies (inclu-

ding Google, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, 

Sony, Intel, Cisco, Samsung and Siemens among 

others), and also by most of our contemporary 

manufacturers of loudspeakers, as well as uni-

versities and research institutes throughout the 

world, the ET250-3D exemplifies the company’s 

uncompromising approach to design.

I T

EN
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‘GLOBAL INFLUENCER’
NELL’INDUSTRIA DEL SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT

In cinquant’anni di attività Outline conta diversi 

brevetti nel campo dell’elettroacustica applica-

ta ai sistemi di altoparlanti. Il Butterfly, ideato 

nel 2000, continua ad influenzare i loudspeaker 

designers di tutto il mondo con il suo fattore di 

forma brevettato, V-Power Baffle, capace di uni-

re la funzione con lo stile in maniera esemplare. 

Questo segno distintivo ‘ispira’ i competitors: dal 

Outline’s continued development of loudspeaker 

technology created the Butterfly enclosure which 

represented a major step-change in the form 

factor and performance of line-array modules. 

The Butterfly pioneered a completely new design 

of front baffle (Outline’s patented V-Power 

concept), a total sonic game-changer which has 

since been emulated by many other loudspeaker 

I T EN

A GLOBAL INFLUENCER IN MODERN AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
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suo esordio i ‘line-array’ non sono più gli stessi. 

La guida d’onda a doppia riflessione parabolica 

D.P.R.W.G., allo stesso modo, è tra i pochi dispo-

sitivi in grado di proiettare il suono a lunghissima 

distanza con chiarezza e precisione ineguagliate. 

Non mancano le testimonianze dei sound engi-

neer più influenti del settore.

Nel 2005 Outline riceve un nuovo Award interna-

zionale per la ‘Product Innovation’ quando lancia 

COM.P.A.S.S. (COMpact Polar Adjustable Sound 

System), il primo diffusore acustico robotizzato 

della storia. Scopo dell’invenzione è dirigere il 

suono (solo) dove serve. Grazie a una meccani-

ca sofisticata mossa da cinque motori, il sistema 

permette di regolare la direttivitá del suono su 

entrambi i piani contemporaneamente. Il tutto 

è controllabile via internet per mezzo di un web 

server incorporato in ciascun diffusore. Una rivo-

luzione, non solo per l’epoca.

manufacturers worldwide. Similarly, their 

D.P.R.W.G. waveguide (another Outline patent) is 

again a unique, performance-driven design which 

contributes to Outline products’ sonic signature 

and both technologies have featured in all of 

Outline’s subsequent line-array products.

 

In 2005 the company achieved further international 

acclaim - including an Award for Product 

Innovation - when it launched COM.P.A.S.S. 

(COMpact Polar Adjustable Sound System), the 

world’s first mechanised loudspeaker enclosure 

and the first to achieve the previously impossible 

goal of directing sound precisely (and only) where 

it is needed. This is achieved by a unique Outline 

design which allows remote, real-time adjustment 

of dispersion in both horizontal and vertical 

planes, controlled via an internet connection to 

an integral web server within each enclosure. 

Revolutionary then and now.

I T

EN
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L’AUDIO PROCESSING
ALLO STATO DELL’ARTE

Outline raggiunge i più alti livelli nel dominio 

del processing, con particolare riferimento allo 

sviluppo di Newton, un’esclusiva piattaforma 

basata su tecnologia FPGA: l’unica sul mercato 

capace di racchiudere in un singolo dispositivo 

(che occupa una sola unità rack 19”) molteplici 

funzioni relative al processing di segnali audio, 

gestione dei segnali di clock ed interfacce per i 

system integrator.

Newton rivoluziona il modo di lavorare: non solo 

raggruppa diverse peculiarità ad oggi presenti in 

più dispositivi, ma da questa sinergia offre carat-

teristiche prima non possibili. Il flusso di lavoro 

e l’efficienza operativa del PA manager miglio-

rano drasticamente, insieme alla qualità sonora, 

la più alta mai raggiunta nel settore, come dimo-

strano i test effettuati da autorevoli terze parti.

As a result of five decades of continuous rese-

arch, product development and market knowle-

dge, the company owns numerous patents in the 

field of electro-acoustics as applied to loudspe-

aker systems. In recent years it has also turned 

its expertise to the development of cutting-edge 

digital audio signal processing and this process 

produced the ‘Newton’, an extremely advanced 

FPGA-based processing platform. 

 

Newton’s development was undertaken enti-

rely in-house and was made possible by the ul-

tra-specialised skills and long experience of our 

R&D team. Combining the best attributes of DSP 

(Digital Signal Processors), plus processing ba-

sed on symmetric and asymmetric architecture, 

FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) techno-

logy and various real-time and Linux-embedded 

operating systems, Outline’s designers created a 

product that presently has no operational rival.

I T EN

DEFINING THE FUTURE OF MODERN
AUDIO PROCESSING

*PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
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In breve tempo Newton ridefinisce lo stato 

dell’arte nel mondo di festival e concerti, ma an-

che nei settori broadcast, studio e installazione 

fissa, ampliando significativamente la base di 

clienti per Outline. Le testimonianze degli opi-

nion leader e addetti ai lavori sono consultabili 

alla pagina newton.outline.it.

Coperto da due brevetti per invenzione, Newton è 

il risultato di competenze aziendali specialistiche 

- storicamente patrimonio Outline - acquisite in 

sistemi con DSP (Digital Signal Processor), con 

processori ad architettura simmetrica ed asim-

metrica, con tecnologie FPGA (Field Program-

mable Gate Array) e con diversi sistemi operativi 

real-time e Linux-embedded. 

In the short time since its launch, Newton has 

created a new global paradigm for professio-

nal audio system processing, fundamentally 

improving workflow efficiency for users in seve-

ral different applications and, most importantly, 

expanding Outline’s global customer base signi-

ficantly (for full details of Newton and commen-

ts from professional users please visit newton.

outline.it).

I T EN

NEWTON FPGA CORE -  A  HUGE AMOUNT OF 
PROCESS ING POWER IN  A S INGLE ( 1U )  RACK 
CHASS IS
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CAN YOU MEASURE QUALITY?

Outline WFIR – i filtri del futuro

Tra i principali strumenti che il processore Newton 

mette a disposizione per controllare la risposta del 

sistema acustico spicca l’innovativa tecnologia di fil-

traggio brevettata da Outline e denominata WFIR.

Che differenza c’è rispetto ai FIR?

I FIR, sicuramente noti ai lettori, agiscono sul range di 

frequenza in modo lineare, offrendo una buona risolu-

zione in alta frequenza ma una limitata risoluzione in 

bassa frequenza.

Outline WFIR – the filters of the future

Among the tools provided for engineers by Newton is 

an outstanding, innovative EQ filtering technology, pa-

tented by Outline, called WFIR.

How does WFIR differ from FIR filters?

FIR filters, which readers will be familiar with, opera-

te on the frequency range in a linear manner, offering 

good resolution at high frequencies, but inherently li-

mited resolution at lower frequencies.

I T EN

Raised Cosine Filter F = 2kHz   |    G = +12.0dB   |    BW = 0.1 oct.

YES, YOU CAN!
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I WFIR (la W sta per warped) sono in grado di mante-

nere un’alta risoluzione di filtraggio su tutta la banda 

audio, anche alle basse frequenze. Questa tecnologia 

agisce su di una scala semi-logaritmica, più “simile” 

alla natura dell’udito umano, evitando i limiti della 

tecnologia FIR multi-rate in termini di latenza aggiun-

ta al processamento del segnale.

Inoltre, grazie alla tecnologia WFIR si riescono a im-

plementare i filtri a “coseno rialzato”, ben noti per for-

nire un controllo più accurato ed efficace dell’equaliz-

zazione.

Quanta potenza di calcolo richiedono i WFIR?

Da un punto di vista di calcolo computazionale i WFIR 

richiedono fino a 3 volte la potenza necessaria rispet-

to ai tradizionali FIR, ma sono fino a 10 volte più preci-

si e risoluti alle medio-basse frequenze.

Non è facile trovare dispositivi con queste prerogative. 

Ad esempio, grazie alla potenza di calcolo a disposi-

zione nel processore Newton – basato su tecnologia 

FPGA – i WFIR trovano l’ecosistema ideale su cui poter 

esprimere la loro netta superiorità.

Questa differenza si sente?

Sono molteplici le dichiarazioni scritte da parte di fo-

nici e system engineer da tutto il mondo che testimo-

niano un evidente vantaggio in termini di precisione 

e risoluzione della funzione “eq” quando si adotta la 

tecnologia WFIR, a prescindere dal marchio del siste-

ma in uso. Al di là della percezione soggettiva e delle 

sensazioni personali, i grafici forniti da Audio Preci-

sion (riferimento assoluto per le misure di audio digi-

tale) non lasciano spazio ad interpretazioni.

WFIR filters (the “W” stands for “warped”) are able to 

maintain high filtering resolution over the entire audio 

range, including the low frequencies. This technology 

operates on a semi-logarithmic scale, similar to the 

nature of human hearing, avoiding the limits of mul-

tirate FIR technology as far as latency added to the 

signal processing is concerned, and vastly improving 

the accuracy of EQ filters.

Moreover, thanks to the WFIR technology, “raised co-

sine” filters, well known for providing more accurate 

and effective equalization control, can be adopted.

How much computing power does WFIR technology 

require?

From the point of view of computing power, WFIR fil-

ters require up to 3 times the power necessary for tra-

ditional FIR filters, but provide up to 10 times more 

precision and resolution on mid-low frequencies.

Based around a single, high power FPGA processor, 

Outline Newton provides the ideal ecosystem in which 

to express the WFIR filters’ clear superiority.

Can the difference be heard?

Many statements have been made by sound engineers 

and system engineers, bearing witness to the obvious 

advantage in terms of the EQ function’s precision and 

resolution when WFIR technology is adopted, no mat-

ter what brand of sound system is used. Apart from 

subjective perception and personal sensations, the 

graphs provided by Audio Precision (the absolute re-

ference point for digital audio measurement) leave no 

room for interpretative doubt.

I T EN
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100%
MADE IN ITALY
PER IL MONDO

Outline produce esclusivamente nella propria 

sede di Flero, alle porte di Brescia. Da sempre 

l’azienda ha scelto di rimanere fedele ad una 

manifattura Made in Italy per poter garantire il 

rispetto di criteri qualitativi di eccellenza. Anche 

per questo Outline è inserita nella ‘top five’ dei 

premium brand internazionali: sul piano delle 

pure ‘performance’ di prodotto viene sistemati-

camente indicata come il ‘benchmark’, soprat-

tutto in seguito a confronti diretti con i suoi più 

vicini competitors.

Unlike many competitors who choose to sour-

ce their manufacturing offshore, Outline has 

always designed, developed and manufactured 

everything at their company headquarters and 

factory in Flero, on the outskirts of Brescia. From 

its earliest days the company has remained true 

to an exclusively Italian-made policy for its pro-

ducts, as that allows the necessary degree of 

control and integration to maintain the rigorous 

quality standards expected by Outline clients 

around the world. 

 

Within its own market - upper-quartile profes-

sional audio - Outline is generally regarded as 

one of the top five international brands in ter-

ms of performance, brand integrity and market 

recognition. In fact, as far as pure product per-

formance is concerned, it is routinely referred-to 

as the benchmark, particularly following direct 

comparisons with its nearest competitors.

I T

EN

IMAGINED IN ITALY,
MADE IN ITALY
FOR THE WORLD
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I prodotti Outline per l’installazione fissa sono 

presenti in stadi, centri sportivi, teatri, concert 

hall, auditorium, cinema, clubs, KTV, shopping 

mall, luoghi di culto, parchi a tema, navi da cro-

ciera, hotel e resort, Spa, centri fitness e wel-

lness, negozi, ristoranti, sports bar, GDO e centri 

commerciali, scuole, università, centri di ricerca, 

edifici pubblici, musei e sale congressi.

Outline’s broad portfolio of complementary 

systems and technologies are found in a vast 

range of applications globally: these include 

fixed installations in stadia and sports centres, 

theatres, cinemas, nightclubs and lounges, 

KTV, shopping malls, places of worship, theme 

parks, cruise ships, hotels and resorts, fitness 

and wellness centres, shops, restaurants and 

sports bars, hyper and supermarkets, schools, 

universities and research centres, public 

buildings, museums and conference rooms. 

I T

EN

APPLICAZIONI E REFERENZE
APPLICATIONS
& REFERENCES

New Clark C ity  Athlet ics Stad ium -  capas -  tarlac -  Ph il ipp ines
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Le tecnologie Outline per le installazioni mobili 

sono utilizzate in eventi, festival, concerti e tour 

mondiali con artisti o gruppi che hanno fatto la sto-

ria della musica, tra i quali: Bob Dylan, Sam Smith, 

Sting, Eric Clapton, Bryan Adams, Peter Gabriel, 

Andrea Bocelli, Justin Bieber, Oasis, Placebo, Snow 

Patrol, I Tool, Lady Gaga, Amy Winehouse, Mariah 

Carey, Anastacia, Jamiroquai, The Killers, Alanis 

Morissette, Joe Bonamassa, Robbie Williams.

Their mobile concert touring systems and digital 

audio processors are also used on world tours, 

festivals and concerts with household-name ar-

tistes including Bob Dylan, Sam Smith, Sting, Eric 

Clapton, Bryan Adams, Peter Gabriel, Andrea Bo-

celli, Justin Bieber, Oasis, Placebo, Tool, Snow 

Patrol, Lady Gaga, Amy Winehouse, Mariah Carey, 

Anastacia, Jamiroquai, The Killers, Alanis Moris-

sette, Joe Bonamassa, Robbie Williams.

I T EN

Esp inas Palace Concert Hall
Tehran

PALANGOS CONCERT HALL
L ITHUAN IA

ekater inburg arena -  f i fa world cup russ ia  20 18
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L IVE  EARTH CONCERT -  WEMBLEY STAD IUM 2007

concert for d iana -  wembley stad ium 2007

FOO F IGHTERS CONCERTS -  WEMBLEY STAD IUM -  2008
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OUTL INE  NEWTON AT EUROVIS ION SONG CONTEST 202 1  -  ROTTERDAM
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POPE FRANC IS  -  CAMPUS MISER ICORDIAE  -  WORLD YOUTH DAY -  POLAND 20 16

Fra i concerti più iconici: Foo Fighters Live @ 

Wembley Stadium, il concerto in memoria di 

Lady Diana, il Giubileo di Diamante della Regina 

Elisabetta II, Live Earth, Live 8.

Tra gli eventi e i festival: Giornata Mondiale della 

Gioventù con Papa Francesco (2016), Giochi 

Olimpici Torino 2006, UEFA Euro 2012, Mondiali 

FIFA Russia 2018, Eurovision Song Contest, The 

BRIT Awards alla O2 Arena, i Classic Brit Awards 

alla Royal Albert Hall, Coachella Festival, MTV 

Music Awards, Rock in Rio, Lucca Summer 

Festival, Rockin’1000.

Outline lavora con distributori autorizzati in più di 

50 paesi attraverso 5 continenti ed ha una filiale 

negli Stati Uniti (Outline US).

Landmark events that relied on Outline techno-

logies include Coachella Festival, Foo Fighters 

@ Wembley Stadium, the Concert In Memory Of 

Lady Diana, the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Eli-

zabeth II, The BRIT Awards at the O2 Arena, the 

Classic Brit Awards at the Royal Albert Hall, 

MTV Music Awards, Live Earth, Live 8, Rock in 

Rio, Lucca Summer Festival, Rockin’1000, World 

Youth Day with Pope Francis (2016), Turin’s 2006 

Olympic Games, UEFA Euro 2012 and 2018 FIFA 

World Cup (Russia), Eurovision Song Contest, to 

mention but a few.

 

Outline works with authorised distribution part-

ners in over 50 countries on 5 continents and also 

has a subsidiary operation in the United States 

(Outline US).

I T EN
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I traguardi di Outline, intesi come brevetti o 

riconoscimenti conseguiti dal 1973 sino ad oggi sono 

stati possibili grazie a quel forte spirito di innovazione 

che è intessuto nel DNA di questa azienda. Di fatto 

i prodotti Outline hanno sempre influenzato e 

continuano ad ispirare il settore ‘audio pro’ su scala 

globale.

Oggi - dopo 50 anni - quello spirito è ancora più forte.

I nostri prossimi progetti mirano ai molti nuovi 

settori in via di sviluppo dell’audio professionale e 

architetturale, per portare la mission - ‘The True 

Audience Experience’ - a nuovi clienti in tutto il 

mondo.

Everything that Outline has achieved since 1973 

has been driven by a desire to keep moving 

forward - to create new products and systems 

that are ahead of the curve in terms of market de-

mand, thus satisfying even the most demanding 

applications.

That determination is as strong today as it has 

ever been.

The next generation of designs from this extraor-

dinarily innovative company will extend its reach 

into developing areas of the pro-audio market, 

bringing ‘The True Audience Experience’ to new 

customers all over the world.

JUST IN  B IEBER -  PURPOSE TOUR (UK )

ST ING -  LUCCA SUMMER FEST IVAL ( I T )

I T EN
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ROCK IN ’ 1000 -  FLORENCE AND MILAN ( I T )

STEREOPHONICS -  EUROPEAN TOUR
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Dave Roden - FOH Engineer - Stereophonics
“I have found Superfly to be an exceptionally good sounding and flexible cabinet. It has a very flat, consistent 
response which reacts very well to EQ and copes easily with a wide dynamic range of programme material. The 
low box weight and fly-ware also means we can hang a sufficiently high number of cabinets from the smallest 
to the largest of venues, whether clubs, theatres or arenas. Some of the results have been truly stunning and 
all in all, I feel the combination of Superfly and Mantas was the perfect choice for the European leg of the 
current Stereophonics World Tour 2020. I look forward to using Outline products again in the future…!”

DICONO DI NOI
WHAT PROS ARE SAYING

Keith Cunningham - Britannia Row Technical Head
“Following several demos of the Newton we were very impressed with the GUI, fast workflow and ease of 
use. The Newton is the all-in-one solution to many technical problems. The form factor is the real selling 
point, it’s a constant battle for all manufacturers to try and shrink the footprint while retaining functionality 
– Outline have managed to find a perfect match between both. Fernando at Outline and James at CUK have 
been very receptive to our feedback and feature requests, which really inspires confidence in both companies. 
We see the Newton being used for all future projects that require simple and effective system management 
– any tool that speeds up workflow and simplifies complex clocking arrangements is a winner!”

Josh Lloyd - Britannia Row Tech Projects Manager
“The most important features for us when deciding upon the Newton were its small form factor with such 
a high I/O count, the wide scope for redundancy with dual PSUs, multiple layers of redundancy on the 
inputs, its unique approach to switching if an input is lost and the fact that it can SRC the wide range of 
digital formats it takes in. On both MTV and the Brits the Newtons were used as the front-end matrix for 
the audio system, taking inputs from both the presenter and band consoles in multiple formats to give 
us true redundancy, so MADI, Dante, AES and analogue were all used simultaneously. With the complex 
system design and show layout, being able to take in large groups of inputs in multiple formats was a 
winner – the Newton has managed to replace multiple units which used to have to be cascaded, it has 
eliminated clocking headaches and also means we can have an overview of everything that’s going on, 
all within one page of the software. The Newton having proved itself on two large scale, international 
televised events has shown that with its flexibility it could be used on a wide variety of our projects and it 
will be my go-to choice for these events moving forward.”

Howard Page - FOH Engineer - Sting
”The Outline system works great, and the settings available have enabled me to easily achieve a smooth 
and natural response across the entire frequency range.”
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Chris Porter - FOH Engineer - King Crimson
“Dave and I were hugely impressed with the Outline PA. It had been brilliantly rigged by the system 
engineer and his team, who helped us adapt it, subtly, for the show. It was superb, and made Lucca one 
of the most satisfying shows I’ve mixed to date.”  

Andrea Taglia - FOH Engineer - Andrea Bocelli
“The GTO was already a winner on paper, due to the box containing superior components: four 3” (HF), 
four 8” (MF), and two 15” (LF) all in a single enclosure. However it was only when I worked with the system 
for the first time in front of a 700,000-strong audience that I realized that the GTO was not only far superior 
on paper, but also compared with anything else I had ever worked with.”

Eder Moura - Head Sound engineer - Gabisom Brazil
“I love to use Newton because it is no trouble, we can now have the festival matrix desks plus the festival 
desk with videos, DI and MCs without problems, we don’t need to worry about clocking issues. Also, 
16 outs with tons of processing power is amazing and last but not the least the Smaart integration is 
amazing. Newton is the way to go now in the digital world, in a single rack space unit we can do a lot. We 
use our Newtons as system management, summing desks on festivals and output control for the system, 
linked via Dante to feed delay towers. Also, Newtons solve the clock sync issue when combining with 
different digital audio sources – that’s the best thing in the world! Also the EQs are so precise and smooth 
with their phase response.”

Jay Rigby - FOH Engineer - Queens Of The Stone Age
“I used Outline at Red Rocks and it did a fantastic job of making it up to the top of the hill. The system 
engineers did an excellent job of covering the Lucca Summer Festival venue.”

Nick Boulton - System Tech - Capital Sound Hire Ltd – London
“I was very impressed with the musicality of the Superfly. In terms of tonality, it’s very smooth and hi-fi 
and allows you to get very even coverage with smooth transitions between hangs. Also, Outline have done 
a great job with the prediction software, which allowed me to verify my designs before putting them into 
practice. There aren’t many user-friendly 3D bits of design software out there, but they’ve managed to 
create one. The other key part of the system for me was the Newton processor. It’s an extremely powerful 
tool and my life would have been a lot harder without it!”
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Liam Halpin - System Engineer for Sam Smith, Led Zeppelin, Tool
“The Newton is a powerful unit which answers a long term need for festivals and touring. One unit can 
replace several of the ‘industry standard’ units which are a hassle to interlink. No other unit has the ease 
of use and flexibility in clocking, I/O and routing. I look forward to using them on more of my projects, and 
as the software develops, I’m sure they will only get better!”

Dave Kay, Adlib Audio Director - Ian Nelson, Senior Engineer
“We were looking for something versatile and simple to use, but no other solution had that level of 
versatility. Nothing has come close to what the Newton unit can do.”

Michael Häck, System Tech @ Jazz Open Festival - Germany
“NEWTON easily met and exceeded all our expectations. But beyond the connectivity and convenience I 
was also delighted to discover just what a great-sounding unit this is. I also particularly enjoyed using the 
NEWTON’s zero-latency WFIR (Warped Finite Impulse Response) EQ filters...”

Sam Proctor - System engineer for Snow Patrol - ‘Wildness Tour’
“Using one dedicated Newton to replace what was previously several devices networked together has 
been so much easier to adapt to different scenarios. Day to day, we may require multiple additional feeds 
for house delays, VIP boxes or hearing loops, or additional fills may be needed. A nice clear matrix grid 
easily shows what input signal is routed to each output in one view.”
“With us taking MADI, AES, and analogue out of the console on Snow Patrol, each processed input path 
can have 4 fall over inputs should it lose clock source on one of them. By taking several desk outputs, we 
had redundancy in the event of an output of the desk going down, or a cable failure.”
“The support from the guys at Outline has been brilliant. The team have listened to product requests and 
developed the software to cater for real world use, providing help whenever needed.”

Jon Monson - Rat Sound Systems, Inc California 
“Rat Sound has been searching for several years for a solution to drive our festival sound systems and 
Outline has met the challenge with an elegant solution. With the Newton we can combine consoles and 
drive outputs in a multitude of popular formats, and we appreciate all the various clocking options. Our 
System Engineers instantly appreciated the intuitive, easy to use software control. Rat has immediately 
begun deploying Newton’s on a multitude of festivals, and we plan on utilizing them on all our festival 
events in 2019 and beyond.”
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